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Background

Since 1987, IMS Quantum (IQ) has provided companies and organizations with

decision-making, planning, and management systems support. IQ has developed concrete

solutions for organizations from such diverse sectors as manufacturing, 

retail, energy, health care, banking, natural resources, transportation and

government. Though each of these areas has unique operational characteris-

tics, they experience similar financial and management challenges. Our

unique analysis and problem-solving methods in areas such as budgeting,

economic analysis, market analysis, financial analysis, operations optimiza-

tion and policy analysis allow us to produce working models tailor-made to

point organizations in a direction that will maximize long-term success.

IMS Quantum operates on the premise that the knowledge contained in an organiza-

tion often goes unused. Corporate knowledge can be captured in explicit mathematical

expressions defining your company, how it arrived at its

present situation, and what attributes it must develop to

meet future demands. IQ believes operational activities 

can be correlated to broad managerial and financial goals

using formal Integrated Models. Like a plumb line, an

Integrated Model is a reference point for corporate

activities; it establishes what the firm believes to be true

about itself. Each firm must answer some basic questions:

What is true about the firm and the markets where it

competes? What directions are available to the firm? 

Which directions should be pursued, given the firm’s limited

resources? As a geologist uses a pocket transit to establish

direction, IQ uses quantified models to define strategic goals. Integrated Models

clarify your horizons and goals in the midst of complex sets of possibilities.

This brochure describes the IMS Quantum approach to enhancing the interaction 

of management and information. We will demonstrate how models can help make

decisions, develop plans and budgets and create fail-safe management systems. We will

relate the special characteristics of Integrated Models to management information

systems and global communications. Finally, we will show how these models can be 

used to develop organizational and personal integrity, competitive advantage and

corporate intelligence (IQ).

Integrated Models

clarify horizons and

goals in the midst

of complex sets of

possibilities.

Like the plumb line, models

act as a reference point 

for corporate activities.
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As a geologist uses

a pocket transit to

establish direction,

IQ uses quantitative

models to establish

strategic goals.
The Model is a process;

it is not a thing.
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Making Sense
Out of Complexity

If horizons were inherently clear, a firm’s goals could be easily defined:

“Ford this river;” “Scale this mountain.” But corporate skies boil with

possibilities both light and dark. A firm’s horizon is filled with opportu-

nities and threats. Because modern businesses are faced with a complex

set of possibilities, sophisticated tools are needed to guide managers

toward successful strategies. Integrated Models can be powerful

instruments to help upper-level management find clear, rational

objectives in the face of turbulent environments. 

Models are arithmetic representations of the

state of an organization, its environment or

any interaction between the two. We call

them integrated because they tie together

every important factor that relates an 

organization’s present state to corporate

management’s high-level goals. This

integration links the various segments of the

organization and links the boundary of the

firm with its environment, through time.

The models’ integrated character makes them highly useful in

identifying corporate opportunities and vulnerabilities often hidden in

the chaotic business environment.

The ultimate objective of Integrated Models is to make sense of

complexity. While markets and operations will always be complex,

order can be made of apparent chaos using the appropriate thinking

tools. IQ can provide these tools to your company.

Making Decisions

Integrated Decision Models are constructed to answer specific questions

concerning the strategic allocation of resources, capital budgeting, optimal modes

of operation or ad hoc financial issues. Integrated Decision Models hunt for

new possibilities and explore the horizon for new products and markets. This

hunt always requires a clear definition of its quarry. While the ordinary hunter

may choose any size game, the corporate executive is usually obliged by stock-

holders to hunt “elephants,” those projects that will reap the greatest rewards.

Integrated Decision Models allow firms to describe internal and external

conditions in a way that reveals where those elephants are hiding.

Building an Integrated Decision Model is an exploratory exercise that gives

structure to the search for new opportunities. Just as an explorationist must

develop a specific strategy based on what he knows to be true, a firm must develop

models clarifying its assumptions about itself before it can set a clear course. The

creative aspects associated with such an effort are similar to

drilling exploratory holes to gather information and test a theory.

As more and more holes are drilled, the concept evolves from a

“blue sky” exploration effort, in which the probability of finding

the desired target may be low, to a mining project in which a high

level of certainty exists about the outcome.

IQ brings to the process a unique blend

of experience in a wide range of

technical areas, allowing the

development of effective decision-

support tools. These decision models

are different from those built by scientists and engineers only

in the perspective we bring to the problem: the CEO’s. 

Every decision, whether it concerns capital expenditures,

equipment maintenance, operational optimization or

advertising effectiveness, can be explicitly reflected in an

Integrated Decision Model defining relevant issues 

from a high-level management perspective.
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Skies can boil with possibilities,

both light and dark.

The hunt always

requires a clear

definition of the

quarry.

As more holes are drilled, the concept

evolves from a “blue sky” exploration effort,

in which the probability of finding the desired

target is very low, to a mining project in

which a high level of certainty exists about

the outcome.
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There are three levels at which

Integrated Models can be used: 

(1) as a decision-making tool,

(2) as a corporate budgeting 

and planning tool, and

(3) as the basis for a fully 

integrated management system.

IQ provides tools

to help top and

middle management 

see order where 

others see chaos.



Budgets and Plans

IQ’s major innovation is the development and

implementation of the Integrated Planning

Model. The IPM is based on tight logic concerning the

elements, relationships and attributes that make up a

firm. This model takes into consideration all aspects of 

the firm that management considers important to its

success. The Integrated Planning Model, thereby,

becomes a repository of all important knowledge in the

firm. It capitalizes knowledge as a corporate asset. As an

easily accessible source of critical information, this tool

acts as a navigational chart allowing management to

easily view where it has been and where it is going. Like

any map, under the right conditions it can quickly show

the best way to reach your destination.

Although a navigational chart is sufficient when weather is reasonably clear, much

more is needed when the weather gets nasty. Navigational instruments are necessary 

to fly in situations where visibility is hindered. Corporate management needs similar

instrumentation to chart its course. The Integrated Planning Model gives

management the proper instrumentation to navigate volatile

storm fronts caused by changes in the marketplace, new 

technologies, business cycles and increased competition. The

IPM places a vast amount of data into a context that gives it

meaning for management. This management instrumentation

allows the assimilation and comprehension of much more

information than with traditional reporting methods.

The Integrated Planning Model takes management

beyond management information systems by determining the kinds of information

needed to exploit opportunities within and outside the organization. The IPM also

transcends global communications systems by determining the nature and content of

corporate communications requirements. IQ thus provides corporate management with

the most sophisticated, practical tools available to direct a firm’s strategic and tactical

decisions in the context of major advances in information technology.

Management Systems 

The Integrated Management System is

an interrelated web of planning, leadership,

organizational design and operational control,

with the Integrated Planning System at

its center. It is designed to use the results of

the Planning System to their fullest

potential. The deployment of a sophisticated

weapons platform such as the F-18 fighter 

is an example of complex mechanical and

logistical systems operating at the highest level

of integration and efficiency. The objective of any firm is to develop similar fail-safe

management systems to assure the highest probability of success in every mission.

PLANNING

IQ begins by assuring that computer-based management information systems yield

data that is useful in running the organization. Using available knowledge and

information, an Integrated Planning Model is developed to demonstrate the

relative importance of both existing and missing information in projecting 

organizational success. The model allows management to develop a number of

challenging but realistic scenarios from which the organizational goal can be chosen.

This goal is a detailed description of how management wants the organization to look

at the end of the planning period.
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As an easily accessible source

of critical information, the

IPM acts as a navigational

chart allowing management 

to easily view where it has

been and where it is going.

The Integrated

Planning Model can

provide management

the instrumentation 

it needs to navigate

through complex

storm fronts caused

by changes in the

marketplace,

technology, business

cycles, and increased

competition.

The deployment 

of a sophisticated

weapons platform

such as the F-18

fighter is an 

example of complex

mechanical and

logistical systems

operating at the

highest level of

integration and

efficiency. 

As a budgeting tool the Integrated Planning Model can be the basis of 

an Integrated Planning System. This system uses a series of information

flows and employee interactions to implement an organization’s plans and

budgets. The corporate budget is not, therefore, something done once a year

as an interruption of “productive work.” It is an ongoing process allowing

corporate management to base each activity on an expectation of specific

results and an understanding of how those results help meet the organiza-

tion’s overall objectives.
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Deeper and Broader

Models come in an infinite variety of shapes and sizes. Methodologies such as

Monte Carlo simulation, geographic information systems, linear programming, econo-

metrics and dynamic simulation are all useful in solving a host of specific problems in

decision analysis and process optimization. The problems that confront upper-level

management, however, involve the need for a broader perspective than any of these

techniques readily allow. A methodology is needed that is general enough to express 

the breadth of external factors and depth of internal factors influencing the ultimate

success of the enterprise. IQ uses a simple, free-form

calculation tool that is easily manipulated and

interpreted. Commonly known as an “electronic

spreadsheet,” it allows managers to view a model that

captures the true scope of a firm’s situation.

Every organization has some sort of model, even if it’s

only a simplified understanding of how it succeeds. The

model may be in the CEO’s head, it may be a consensus

among top management, it may be reflected in a number

of informational and operational systems, or it may be more formalized as quantitative

financial/operational models. These models are the driving forces behind management’s

decisions and strategies. Because the markets where firms function are constantly

changing, there is no “canned” model that will adequately reflect what is going on.

The Model is a process; it is not a thing. 

IQ’s Integrated Planning Models are designed to meet the needs of a 

firm’s specific situation. Startup firms need cost and potential market

information. Growth firms require specific details concerning the allocation of

resources during periods of increased complexity and growing financial 

requirements. Mature firms must learn how to redeploy resources into more

productive areas. In each of these cases the models must be deep enough to 

plumb the depths and broad enough to encompass the limits of the set of 

possibilities, uncovering creative strategies. IQ specializes in deeper, broader

models designed specifically for the needs of top management seeking

effective strategies and tactics for success.

Plumb the depths.

Encompass the limits.

The Model is

a process; it is 

not a thing.
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Everything that is important to manage and plan is reflected
quantitatively in the Integrated Planning Model.

Planning and budgeting becomes an ongoing process.

Zero-based planning and budgeting is rational and justifiable.

Complex conditions are explicitly reflected.

Transparent models are easily understood by management.

Shared understanding results in focused dialogue.

Collective knowledge becomes an asset of the firm.

Management information systems have a meaningful basis.

Corporate communication has a meaningful basis.

Measures of performance are based only on what people can influence.

Measures of performance are based on an integrated understanding
of the firm and its objectives.

Clear, achievable measures result in employee achievement.

Employee achievement results in organizational achievement.six

BENEFITS

OF AN

INTEGRATED

MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

LEADERSHIP

With wide participation among employees, action objectives are developed to lead

individuals to achieve the organizational goals reflected in the model. This shared

knowledge facilitates focused dialogue and creative thinking, enabling the Integrated

Planning Model to become a strong leadership tool.

ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

Often an organizational “map” shows where opportunities exist to support goals and

improve synergy between operating units by redesigning organizational structures. 

The Integrated Planning Model can be the basis for developing operational and

administrative structures and systems that enhance efficiency and effectiveness.

OPERATIONAL CONTROL

Appropriate measures of performance are developed from the Integrated Planning

Model. Results are compared to measures during the planning period, variances are

noted and corrective actions are taken to keep the organization on track. Because the

planning system integrates internal and external relationships, it increases the likelihood

that the maximization of individual performance measures supports the organization’s

overall objectives.

In short, the management system is linked into the planning system through the use of the

Integrated Planning Model, yielding an Integrated Management System. While

such a system cannot guarantee success, it certainly optimizes an organization’s chances to

achieve its goals. Nothing “falls through the cracks” because there are no cracks.
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Beyond Management
Information Systems

The structure of data entry, storage and retrieval systems

must be developed with some understanding of what management needs

to know to understand the business. Strategies based on one’s apprecia-

tion of the opportunities and vulnerabilities present at a given time

depend on access to and interpretation of information.

In modern corporate settings, billing and tax accounting requirements

often determine the data that is captured. Some mechanism is necessary

to define the information that management needs to establish plans and

budgets consistent with tactical and strategic objectives. Due to its tight

logic concerning the way the business functions, the Integrated

Planning Model requires a set of related informational inputs. These inputs

almost always differ from the data currently available in the management

information system. The model linkages show how activities in one part of the

organization influence activities in another. The model may be visualized as the

fitting together of a large jigsaw puzzle of information. Invariably the model

implies that certain pieces are missing.

Although modern enterprise information systems allow more and more

sophisticated capabilities for “mining” databases for critical information,

management is still left with the dilemma of determining what data is

critical. The Integrated Planning Model tells management what

information to mine and where to mine it.

Because of its logical flow, the Integrated Planning Model

also demonstrates the clearest way to present information to top

management. This flow, from some basic starting point of organizational

activity (e.g. purchasing raw materials) through to the completion of its ultimate

financial objectives (e.g. the creation of profit), is a powerful context for creating under-

standing from raw data.

Therefore, the Integrated Planning Model becomes the rationale for collecting,

searching for and reporting all information that management uses to understand

current conditions and to plan future strategies.

Beyond Global
Communication Systems

The Internet and other communication technologies have revolutionized

the way corporations communicate, both internally and externally.

As global communications systems are accessed by more and more competitors in the

marketplace, and as companies become increasingly sophisticated in the mechanisms 

of communication, a coherent communications

strategy becomes more important.

The Integrated Planning Model is the 

rich context in which numbers take on greater

meaning concerning the current state of the 

firm. This context not only creates a map of the

critical information the firm must capture for

management to direct its operations, it also gives

clear direction for corporate communications.

Negotiation, market analysis, inventory control,

production planning and order processing are a

few of the areas in which communication can influence a firm’s response to market

opportunities. Integrated Decision Models and Integrated Planning Models

reflect complex interactions determining specific actions to pursue and the information

that must be communicated for success 

to be assured.

Integrated Models are, therefore,

powerful tools for communicating and

decoding information when there is much

at stake for the organization.

The model may be visualized

as the fitting together of

a large jigsaw puzzle of

information. Invariably the

model implies that certain

pieces are missing.

The Integrated

Planning Model

tells management

what information

to mine and where

to mine it.
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The Integrated

Planning Model 

not only gives a

road map as to the

critical information

that must be

captured by the

firm, it also gives 

a clear picture of

what information

needs to be commu-

nicated when, how,

and why.
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Competition

The way a corporation captures, disseminates and uses information

determines its competitive advantage in the marketplace. Just as an America’s Cup

yacht must be tuned to the specific requirements of the competition and the competitive

environment, the corporation must tune itself for effective competition. Integrated

Planning Models can provide sufficient understanding of internal and external

factors to help management fine-tune its strategy and compete more effectively.

As with any other competitive endeavor, the organization must function as a team.

But there are many kinds of teams. A golf team is much more dependent on

individual expertise than is a rowing crew. In a crew, all members must subordinate

their strength and speed to the needs of the entire boat. The requirement for precise

coordination is absolutely essential. Management tools that allow

a similar expenditure of coordinated effort lead to higher levels 

of organizational achievement. Integrated Planning Models

offer that potential.

Just as a lioness is constantly aware of threats and opportunities,

the organization with powerful thinking tools is prepared to 

deal with inevitable changes in

the marketplace, and to take

advantage of opportunities as they arise. Survival of

the fittest is at work as much in the marketplace as 

it is on the African plains. Integrated Planning

Models refine the senses of the organization

concerning the need to act, honing its instincts for

the correct action to take.
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The organization must

function as a team. 

precise coordination is

absolutely essential.
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Integration
and Integrity

Integration is the process by which various parts of an organization are

tied together. Linkages exist between problems, solutions, goals, objectives,

information systems, communication systems, budgets, measures of performance, 

long-range plans, appraisals and whatever else is important for

success. Clients, customers, products, services and markets interact

in complex ways, yielding both opportunities and threats to the firm,

and an integrated understanding is essential to expose each of 

these. Explicitly revealing these relationships can be critical to the

development of successful tactics and strategies. Integrated

Planning Models are powerful tools to accomplish this task. The

Integrated Planning Model reflects integration along the three

major axes: (1) within the organization, (2) between the organization

and its environment, and (3) through time. This integration yields

organizational integrity.

There is, however, another type of integrity that 

is more difficult to address, but may be more

important to the ultimate success of the organiza-

tion. Personal integrity may be defined as the state

in which all parts are operating in accord with what

is true, while moving toward a common purpose. 

It requires openness, honesty and the courage to 

pay the price for some greater good.

Within the firm, personal integrity requires one to

operate in agreement with what is true about

himself, the firm, the environment and the organiza-

tion’s ultimate objectives. The process of using an Integrated Planning Model

requires a high level of personal integrity among its participants. When an organization

adopts an Integrated Management System, all participants must be willing to test

their own understanding against that reflected in the model. They must be willing to

submit their understanding to the scrutiny of others and be open to correction. It is

precisely this quality of the Integrated Planning Model that allows an organiza-

tion to focus dialogue, expose faulty reasoning and develop rational, creative plans. 

Just as an America’s

Cup yacht must be

tuned to the specific

requirements of 

the competition and

the competitive

environment, the

corporation must tune

itself for effective

competition.

Personal integrity

requires openness,

honesty and the

courage to pay 

the price for some

greater good.

Robert S. Fletcher
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Under the right leadership, personnel learn that truth is always more

interesting than their own misconceptions. The organization learns that 

the perception of truth is imperfect, and the movement toward truth takes

place on the back of tested and refined misconceptions. Integrated

Models become a vehicle for organizations to test their misconceptions

and find their truth.the Integrated

Planning Model can

reflect integration

along the three

major axes: (1) within

the organization,

(2) between the

organization and the

environment, and

(3) through time.
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Corporate IQ

IMS Quantum defines Corporate IQ as the ability of the management team

to make connections between what it knows and what it needs to know, between 

what it has done and what it needs to do. Corporate IQ is also related to how fast

management can make these connections and act accordingly. Consider an IQ test: 

The student does not have unlimited time. He or she is given an array of situations in

which logical solutions must be found within a given time frame. Management faces

the same dilemmas in a much more complex setting under dynamic conditions. 

On a test page, a fish and its logical connection to the fishhook are static pictures, but

to management the fish is evolving into a charging elephant and the fish hook is

changing into a .600 Nitro Express rifle round. The firm needs tools to make the

connections required to choose optimal strategies in a rapidly changing environment.

Corporate IQ refers to the repository of corporate knowledge

and its ability to address a wide range of questions and

problems. It is not about databases, or even mining databases.

It is about capturing understanding, insight and relationships

in a rich context that reflects corporate knowledge about itself

and its environment. It is not about accessing information, 

but about knowing what information to access. It is not 

about communicating information, but about knowing what

information to communicate. It is about establishing a new

threshold for corporate intelligence.

A host of bright people does not necessarily yield this corporate understanding. Ways

of capturing what people know must be implemented to focus thinking and consequent

actions. Integrated Planning Models turn each individual’s knowledge into

corporate understanding. That understanding becomes a corporate asset.

IMS Quantum is committed to the idea that employees know much more about

what makes the business work than is ever put to use. Because it is so difficult to

capture and use that intelligence to solve problems and improve competitive

advantage, there is significant “intelligence leakage” in most organizations. Just as a

magnifying glass focuses sunlight to start a fire, the Integrated Planning Model

focuses intellectual energy to fire the search for improvement and winning strategies.

“Corporate IQ” is

the ability of the

management team to

make connections

between what it

knows and what it

needs to know,

between what it has

done and what it

needs to do.

Just as a magnifying

glass focuses

sunlight to start a

fire, the Integrated

Planning Model

focuses intellectual

energy to fire 

the search for

improvement and

winning strategies.
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